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I.

I NTRODUCTION AND R ELATED W ORK

Integrating highly mobile sensor and actor platforms into
future cyber-physical systems for productive applications is a
long-term goal of current efforts in research and industry. Due
to the ongoing trends in miniaturization and advances in control low cost quadrotor and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV)
solutions gained significant attention over the past years.
For autonomous operation however, either global navigation
satellite systems (GNSS) in outdoor environments or expensive
optical motion capture systems in indoor environments are
required [1]–[3]. Recently, low-cost wireless localization has
also begun to enable autonomous UAV indoor navigation
[4], [5]. Therefore, this work aims to solve two problems
of current indoor drone navigation. The first problem is the
range and coverage cost limitations of wireless localization.
The second goal is to provide absolute orientation needed
for UAV control in environments where inertial measurementbased odometry fails to provide reliable feedback. To overcome
those limitations, this work aims to use the already in-place
camera of the UAV to augment and fuse state of the art
ultra-wideband (UWB) wireless localization with the visually
obtained information. The concept of leveraging monocular
or stereoscopic visual data is not new and there are many
approaches starting from visual odometry based on optical flow
[6], [7] to simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [8].
Monocular SLAM is chosen for the proposed approach as it
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Abstract—Applications using low cost quadrotor solutions find
broad attention in both research and industry. While autonomous
flight in outdoor environments is achieved using global navigation
satellite systems, dedicated precise wireless localization is a
promising candidate to enable indoor navigation. However, equipping large industrial areas with wireless localization is possible,
but providing the required coverage may not be economical.
Therefore, this work aims to augment and fuse state of the
art ultra-wideband localization with monocular simultaneous
localization and mapping to enable autonomous flight in areas
not covered by wireless localization. For the in-depth validation
of the proposed approach, two experiments are performed: the
first one is providing an extensive experimental analysis of the
accuracy of different localization methods for drones, whereas
the second experiment is showing that precise waypoint flight
in areas not covered by wireless localization is feasible, lowering
the threshold for integration of future drone-based cyber physical
systems in current industrial environments.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of an industrial application for UAV indoor navigation.
The autonomous UAVs are used for stocktaking and tracking of goods. The
proposed method overcomes the coverage limitations of wireless localization.

can be added to existing setups using low-cost drones with
no additional components. In comparison to [9]–[12] no laser
scanner, laser grid or radar sensors are needed. However, in
contrast to binocular methods [13] or laser-based mapping,
monocular SLAM is not capable of providing absolute scale
and global reference for autonomous indoor navigation. However, high precision navigation solely based on monocular
information is not possible as it suffers from inaccuracies
and scaling uncertainties. There are approaches for scale-free
exploration using monocular SLAM such as [14]. The usage
of optical flow sensors to obtain the scale of the estimation is
presented in [15]. Mostly though, the altitude, either through
an ultrasonic sensor or a barometer, is used to estimate the
scale, see [16]–[18]. The problems with most approaches is,
they do not provide absolute reference and lack the capabilitiy
of autonomous waypoint flight to globally specified positions.
A comparative listing of scaling and referencing methods is
provided in Tab. I.
To enable practical deployment in future cyber physical industrial contexts, this work proposes SLAM-augmented
UWB localization (S-UWB) to enable autonomous flight inand between areas not covered by wireless indoor localization systems, see Fig. 1. To prove the capabilities of the
proposed approach a detailed experimental evaluation in a
practical industrial setup is conducted. Since the presented
approach requires a highly networked architecture and frequent information exchange to control the individual UAVs
in a larger deployment, a scalability analysis of the wireless
network requirements is conducted for different potential SUWB configurations. A video along with the raw data of the
aforementioned experiments is provided alongside this work.
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II.

P ROPOSED S YSTEM I MPLEMENTATION

In order to control unmanned aerial vehicles indoors the
on-board GNSS-optimized control has to be replaced. In this
work, a cascaded control loop is employed. This control loop
requires position, velocity and orientation feedback to properly
control the UAV. While the wireless localization can deliver
absolute position information within its coverage, the velocity is determined using the on-board optical flow sensor. A
transformation from the local UAV coordinates into the global
frame is needed to properly rotate the optical flow information
back into the globally referenced control loop. The same
applies for the control loop output. Hence, accurate absolute
and long-term stable orientation information is required for a
successful indoor flight.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the system topology of the experimental setup.
Note that the reference system is not needed for UWB-based or S-UWB based
control but may be used as control feedback for comparison.

h = (hx , hy , hz )T and the rotational offset ϕ is employed
using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, see (1) and (2).
2

arg min kF (ϕ, h, k)k2

(1)

F (ϕ, h, k) = (fs,i (ϕ, h, k) − fu,i )i=1,...,m

(2)

ϕ,h,k

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the S-UWB concept. The UWB and SLAM data
is sampled, temporally matched and fitted using optimization. Based on the
quality of the results the S-UWB position output is enabled.

Modern accurate wireless localization is usually based on
ultra-wideband communication systems. However, the transmission power and therefore the range of such systems has
regulatory limitations due to the very high bandwidth required
for precise time-of-arrival (TOA) estimation of the received
packets. Another aspect are non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions through obstacles in the operation area of the wireless
location system such as in a high-bay storage. While many
communication systems can operate within NLOS conditions,
the introduced propagation delay can lead to severe errors
in the UWB location estimation. Therefore, the goal of the
proposed approach is to enable autonomous flight outside the
wireless location system’s area of safe operation.
A. Proposed Approach: SLAM Augmented UWB (S-UWB)
The proposed approach augments the UWB localization information with data from a monocular SLAM system. In order
to provide this capability, the data from the UWB and SLAM
has to be matched to operate in the same context. The SLAM
based postion estimation is without a global reference, scale or
orientation. This approach proposes the use of UWB location
information to estimate those unknowns through optimization,
see Fig. 2. The samples of the UWB localization fu,i and the
monocular SLAM fs,i are recorded and temporally matched
for discrete timesteps i. A multi-step regression, estimating
the scale factor vector k = (kx , ky , kz )T , translatory offsets
TABLE I.
method
odometry
barometer
ultrasonic
feature-based
prop. approach

In order for the optimization to work properly, a subset of
m samples with a certain spatial spread has to be collected.
Therefore, an initialization phase is required before S-UWB
is capable of estimating the correct scale, translatory and
rotational parameters. In the course of this work, a predefined
trajectory is used to acquire sufficient spatial spread to fit the
UWB localization and the monocular SLAM estimate. After
completion of this trajectory the optimization is conducted.
Note that estimation of the rotational components was not
part of the experiments as a static initialization direction was
chosen. As a safety measure, the residuals of the optimization
were used to assess the fit quality and reject potential outliers.
Upon rejection re-initialization enables fault-tolerant operation
of the system.
B. Experimental Testbed
In order to enable a flexible development environment
while maintaining the option to quantify the achieved results, a
complex experimental testbed was designed. A block diagram
of the system topology is depicted in Fig. 3. The Parrot
Bebop 2, a highly integrated low-cost drone serves as the
test platform. All positioning, visual computation and control
are handled by the groundstation. The individual components
are interfaced using the Robot Operating System (ROS) [19]
as it provides a significant set of interfaces like the ROS
driver for the Bebop drones developed by Monajjemi et al.,
see [20]. An OptiTrack motion capture system with a set
of eight cameras is used as a ground-truth in a truss-cage
to obtain the localization error of the UWB system and the
S-UWB estimation. The monocular SLAM component used
in this work is ORB-SLAM, a recent SLAM system for
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TABLE II.

UWB A NCHOR P OSITIONS USED IN THE E XPERIMENTS .

anchor

sync

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

x [m]
y [m]
z [m]

-2.31
2.19
1.2

-2.31
2.19
0.90

-2.31
2.19
2.90

-2.23
-2.28
0.90

-2.23
-2.28
2.90

2.20
-2.27
0.90

2.20
-2.27
2.90

2.30
2.20
0.90

2.30
2.20
2.90

show that the proposed approach enables flights between areas
covered by wireless localization as described in section I. We
also provide the raw experimental logging files of the described
experiments [24] and a video [25].
A. Experimental Accuracy Analysis

Fig. 4. Photo of the experimental setup in an industrial environment. The area
inside the truss cage is covered by an optical reference system and wireless
localization. Outside the cage S-UWB is used for navigation.

monocular [21], stereo and RGB-D cameras [22] developed
by Mur-Artal et. al. Depending on the required use-case and
computational capabilities, other SLAM systems might be
used in combination with the proposed approach through the
standardized ROS interface. The wireless localization is based
on the ATLAS UWB positioning system developed by the
authors of this work [23]. The system was modified to handle
all relevant communication over ROS. It should be noted that
the system is based on the time-difference of arrival (TDOA) of
the packets broadcasted by a UWB transceiver mounted on the
UAV. Using the TDOAs enables the system to provide position
updated for a multitude of mobile users while being energy
efficient. Here, the approximate update rate of the position is
32 Hz with a random component to avoid interference. Due to
strong reflections from the metal ground plate of this specific
experimental setup, the system was calibrated with a vertical
offset to account for the resulting positioning error.
III.

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

In order to evaluate the capabilities of the proposed system,
two different experiments were conducted. The experimental
setup is depicted in Fig. 4. The first experiment focused
on error quantification and was therefore placed within the
coverage of the previously described optical reference system
inside the truss-cage. The second experiment involved a proof
of concept flight, outside of the controlled environment, to
TABLE III.
waypoint

1

x [m]
y [m]
z [m]
ϕ [°]

0.00
0.00
1.00
π/2

waypoint

11

x [m]
y [m]
z [m]
ϕ [°]

To evaluate and quantify the capabilities of the S-UWB
approach in contrast to the UWB and reference systems, a
complex trajectory inside the truss cage was used. To achieve
statistical relevance and explore the limits of the S-UWB
approach, three different patterns were flown. After lift-off
in the center, a square was flown with the camera facing in
the direction of movement. The first iteration of this square
was used for initialization of the S-UWB system. After the
initialization, the square movement was repeated three times.
The drone then flew to the center, ascended while rotating 180◦
and flew in a diamond pattern with the camera facing outwards
three times. Finally, the camera of the drone was set to track
the center of the cage and the diamond pattern was once again
flown three times. A list of the waypoints and orientations is
given in Tab. III without the repetitions. In order to analyze
the performance in different modes of operation, three different
experiments were conducted:
•
•
•

Reference-based: control based on motion capture
system for position, velocity and yaw feedback
UWB-based: control through UWB for position feedback, odometry for velocity and altimeter for height
S-UWB-based: initial control through UWB and
altimeter, after initialization S-UWB-based position
feedback and odometry-based velocity feedback.

A time-series of the resulting trajectories for the S-UWB
based flight is given in Fig. 6. The individual components of
the position estimation of all relevant localization systems are
depicted next to the yaw error for the orientation estimation.
Fig. 6 is divided in four sections. The first part depicts the
initial phase where positioning data from the UWB system was
gathered. During this time period, the altimeter was used to
gather height information in the z axis. Based on the gathered
data, initial S-UWB parameters were calculated as described in
section II-A at the intersection between part one and part two.
After successful estimation of the coefficients, S-UWB tracked
the true trajectory quite well, as measured by ground-truth. It
is also clearly visible that the UWB system had a small error
in its tracking of the drone. The odometry however, suffered
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Fig. 5.
Normed probability distribution function Φ(ϕ) and cumulative
distribution function φ(ϕ) of the yaw error ϕ. Note the difference between
the SLAM-based yaw, the odometry estimation in an environment with few
magnetic disturbances (Odom.) and the yaw estimation in an area with
inconsistent magnetometer readings (Odom.*) as observed in [5].

Fig. 6. Timeseries of the quantification experiment. Note the difference between different approaches such as the UWB-based localization, odometry and
S-UWB. Reference-based control was chosen to enable fair comparison of the individual localization results. Note the long-term drift of the odometry.

from long-term drift in both x and y. Along the vertical axis the
altimeter mostly matched the ground-truth but was subject to
some long-term drift as well. The wireless localization system
was also able to resolve the height of drone, but with more
noise than the altimeter. In contrast, the S-UWB system did
not suffer from long-term drift like the altimeter and was less
noisy than the wireless localization.

method, the yaw error from [5] is also shown as an example for
areas with inconsistent magnetometer readings. Due to the fast
movement during lift-off and the corresponding higher tracking
error, a repeatable offset is introduced to the SLAM based yaw
estimation. It should be noted that in order to provide a broader
statistical relevance, the yaw data of all three flights was used
for the error analysis.

Since one goal of the proposed system is to eliminate the
orientation estimation problem in areas where magnetometer
readings are disturbed, Fig. 5 provides a statistical analysis of
the yaw error estimated by S-UWB and odometry systems.
The experiment was conducted in an area with few magnetic
interferences. However, to prove the necessity of the proposed

To assess the capabilities of the different localization approaches, a detailed statistical analysis of the reference-based
flight is given in Fig. 7. The optimum achievable results SUWB (Full) were found by fusing the SLAM values to the
reference system using the entire flight duration, not just the
initialization period as the partial trajectory readings S-UWB
(Subset) used for S-UWB based control feedback. The location
estimation is shown alongside the UWB-based localization
results and the odometry estimation. It is clearly visible that
the odometry cannot be relied upon as a source of navigation
data for any axis. Along the vertical axis, S-UWB performs
quite well, with a 75 % quantile error of 5.9 cm, only 3.7 cm
larger than the theoretical best. In the horizontal plane, it has
a third quartile error of 22.5 cm. When the z-axis error is
also taken into account, a 0.7 cm increase in the third quartile
error for S-UWB is seen, as compared to 5.0 cm for the UWB
and 0.2 cm for the full trajectory case. Another measure of
the quality of the control system is how much the drone did
deviate from the planned flight path. Fig. 8 shows the error

Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution functions of the absolute localization error
along the vertical axis |νV |, the horizontal plane |νH | and the 3D space
|νP |. The results cover multiple systems: the wireless UWB localization, the
partial trajectory S-UWB (Subset) estimation used during the flights, the full
trajectory S-UWB (Full) estimation and the odometry.

Fig. 8. Cumulative distribution function of the trajectory alignment error
|χ|. Note that the proposed S-UWB based control only using the initialization
phase is better than the UWB-based control. This is caused through the higher
short-term noise of the wireless localization compared to S-UWB.
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Fig. 9. Trajectory of the proof of concept flight. Note that the UAV is flying
outside the wireless localization system’s safe area of operation. The control
loop of the UAV is solely relying on the S-UWB estimation outside the cage.

between the expected and actual paths of travel for each of the
experiments performed. Because the short-term height control
is drone-based, the controller has little influence over the
immediate altitude. Thus, only errors in the horizontal plane
were considered. The UWB localization has a 90 % quantile
error of 20.5 cm, followed by the augmented S-UWB system
at 13.9 cm, and finally the reference motion capture system at
11.5 cm. The small spread shows that the S-UWB system is
capable of providing positioning data to the control system that
allows for effective navigation of the drone in the environment.
B. Flying Outside the Box: Experimental Proof of Concept
To qualitatively determine the suitability of the system for
longer flights without the UWB or motion capture system, a
proof of concept flight was performed. The UAV starts with
height initialization and a UWB controlled square similar to
section III-A. After the square is complete and the coefficients
are initially estimated another square is flown based on S-UWB
control to ensure proper operation. Here, automatic safety
margins were deployed and a safety landing is performed if the
S-UWB estimation deviated too much from the UWB. Once
the second square was successful, the UAV leaves the cage,
turns, and flies along the outbound proof of concept trajectory
as depicted in Fig. 4. After a 6 m lateral movement facing
in direction of flight, the UAV flies the same way back and
initiates an ascend to 4.5 m to start a 6 m × 6 m square above
the truss-cage. A complete list of waypoints is given in Tab. IV.
The total length of the path, flown using S-UWB, was 62.67 m.
The three dimensional trajectory recorded through S-UWB is
depicted in Fig. 9. It can be clearly seen that the UAV is
capable of following the predefined trajectory in a repeatable
TABLE IV.

Fig. 10. Still of the video provided alongside this work [25]. The UAV is
flying outside the truss-cage to prove the viability of the proposed method.

and stable manner. Although no reference system is in place,
the system is able to maneuver the UAV outside and inside
the cage without major deviation from the desired trajectory.
To make the results reproducible and provide further material
to assess the presented experiments the raw data produced in
this work [24] is provided alongside with a video depicting
the individual scenarios [25], see Fig. 10.
C. Scalability & Wireless Network Requirements
In order to evaluate the viability of the proposed method
in practical applications, not only does the accuracy have to
be considered, but also the requirements of the real-time data
streams on the wireless network deployment. In the given
scenario, remote SLAM and wired UWB anchors are used.
This means that the video data, here averaging 1.6 Mbit/s, has
to be send to the ground control station and the control output
at around 25 kbit/s has to be transmitted to the UAV. The
above mentioned net data rates were measured by capturing
and dissecting the traffic at the IEEE 802.11ac access point.
Depending on the application the S-UWB system is used in,
the data from the UWB anchors might also be transmitted wirelessly at 26 kbit/s per anchor and mobile node. If cooperative
SLAM is desired and the SLAM estimation runs locally on
multiple drones, a point cloud of the tracked points needs to be
exchanged, assuming a constantly changing environment such
as in high-bay storage. The traffic of the point cloud would be
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Fig. 11. Comparative bar chart of potential S-UWB configurations and the
implications for the resulting real-time traffic load on the wireless network.

around 0.6 Mbit/s for 200 tracked points at 30 Hz. An overview
of the net traffic implications for a practical deployment of
4 drones and 64 UWB anchors is depicted in Fig. 11. It is
clearly visible that even with a completely wireless approach,
the proposed method is viable using modern wireless networks.
Nevertheless, the overhead introduced on pre-existing traffic
and the potential real-time requirements are note neglectible
and have to be subject to future research.
IV.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

This paper proposes a novel approach to enable the seamless use of UAVs in large scale cyber-physical industrial
applications. Through augmenting ultra-wideband localization
with monocular SLAM, UAV indoor navigation is enabled
in areas not covered by wireless localization. Next to a
detailed description of the proposed system, an experiment was
conducted to evaluate the localization accuracy of different
approaches. A second experiment proved the capabilities of
the proposed approach outside of the wireless localization
coverage. Furthermore, the scalability implications for the
proposed approach were analyzed for different configurations.
The raw localization results [24] and a video [25] demonstrating the performance of the proposed approach are provided
alongside this work. Future work will focus on seamless
integration of co-operative SLAM in a multi-UAV testbed,
reducing the computational load and continuously improving
the positioning with sparsely distributed UWB reference nodes
considering inertial sensors and UWB-specific signal quality
assessment.
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